
BURFORD PRIMARY SCHOOL
YEAR 2 NATIONAL CURRICULUM TESTS



WHAT ARE THE NATIONAL CURRICULUM TESTS?

At the end of key stage 1 (Year 2) , Ms Gore and I will judge the standard that your child is working at in reading, 

writing and maths. 

To help make these judgements, your child will sit national curriculum tests in maths, reading and grammar. 

These tests, along with your child’s work throughout the year, help the us to assess your child’s performance and, as 

they move up to key stage 2, identify their needs.



WHEN WILL THEY TAKE PLACE?

 The tests can be administered anytime in May.  Currently we have planned for them to take place the week 

beginning 22nd of May.

 If we are externally moderated this will take place in June.



WHAT TESTS WILL MY CHILD BE TAKING?

 Reading – 2 papers

 Maths – 2 papers

 Grammar, punctuation and spelling – 2 papers (one of which is a spelling test)



GRAMMAR, 

PUNCTUATION 

AND SPELLING

 This involves two tests; one on spelling and the other on grammar, 

punctuation and vocabulary.

 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/u

ploads/attachment_data/file/805060/STA198205e_2019_ks1_English

_GPS_Paper2_questions.pdf

 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/u

ploads/attachment_data/file/805058/STA198204e_2019_ks1_English

_GPS_Paper1_spelling.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/805060/STA198205e_2019_ks1_English_GPS_Paper2_questions.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/805060/STA198205e_2019_ks1_English_GPS_Paper2_questions.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/805060/STA198205e_2019_ks1_English_GPS_Paper2_questions.pdf


WRITING

 There is no writing test.  Ms Gore and I will make a judgement using your children’s writing over the 
course of year 2 and the results of the English grammar, punctuation and spelling papers.



WRITING JUDGEMENTS – WORKING TOWARDS THE EXPECTED 

STANDARD



WRITING JUDGEMENTS – WORKING AT THE EXPECTED STANDARD



WRITING JUDGEMENTS – GREATER DEPTH



ENGLISH READING PAPER 1

 This paper consists of a combined reading 

prompt and answer booklet. The paper includes 

a list of useful words and some practice 

questions for teachers to use the introduce the 

contexts and question types to the children. 

The test takes about 30 minutes to complete, 

but it is not strictly timed.

 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/governm

ent/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/fil

e/1080452/STA228400e_2022_ks1_English_rea

ding_Paper1_reading_prompt_and_answer_bo

oklet.pdf



ENGLISH 

READING PAPER 2
 This paper consists of an answer booklet and a separate reading 

booklet. There are no practice questions on this paper. The test takes 
about 40 minutes to complete, but it is not strictly timed.

 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/u
ploads/attachment_data/file/1080460/STA228401e_2022_ks1_Englis
h_reading_Paper2_reading_answer_booklet.pdf

 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/u
ploads/attachment_data/file/1080457/STA228402e_2022_ks1_Englis
h_reading_Paper2_reading_booklet.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1080460/STA228401e_2022_ks1_English_reading_Paper2_reading_answer_booklet.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1080460/STA228401e_2022_ks1_English_reading_Paper2_reading_answer_booklet.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1080460/STA228401e_2022_ks1_English_reading_Paper2_reading_answer_booklet.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1080457/STA228402e_2022_ks1_English_reading_Paper2_reading_booklet.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1080457/STA228402e_2022_ks1_English_reading_Paper2_reading_booklet.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1080457/STA228402e_2022_ks1_English_reading_Paper2_reading_booklet.pdf


READING JUDGEMENTS – WORKING TOWARDS THE EXPECTED 

STANDARD



WORKING AT THE EXPECTED STANDARD



GREATER DEPTH



MATHS PAPER 1 –

ARITHMETIC  This paper focuses on arithmetic and covers calculation methods for 

all operations. The test takes about 20 minutes (but it is not strictly 

timed).

 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/u

ploads/attachment_data/file/1080506/STA228407e_2022_ks1_mathe

matics_Paper1_arithmetic.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1080506/STA228407e_2022_ks1_mathematics_Paper1_arithmetic.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1080506/STA228407e_2022_ks1_mathematics_Paper1_arithmetic.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1080506/STA228407e_2022_ks1_mathematics_Paper1_arithmetic.pdf


MATHS PAPER 2 -

REASONING  This paper focuses on reasoning and assesses children’s calculation 

skills through a variety of question types, including multiple choice, 

matching, true/false, completing a chart/table/drawing of a shape. 

Some questions will also require children to show or explain their 

working out. The test takes about 35 minutes.

 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/u

ploads/attachment_data/file/1080507/STA228408e_2022_ks1_mathe

matics_Paper2_reasoning.pdf



WORKING TOWARDS THE EXPECTED STANDARD



WORKING AT THE EXPECTED STANDARD



GREATER DEPTH



HOW WILL THEY BE ADMINISTERED?

• The children will work on the assessments in their own classroom.

• The assessments will be timetabled across the weeks to prevent the children feeling overwhelmed.

• We hope, to them, it will be like a usual English or maths lesson.



RAW SCORES



SCALED SCORE – WHAT IS IT?

 Tests are developed to the same specification each year, however, because the questions must be different, the 
difficulty of tests may vary slightly each year. This means we need to convert the total number of marks a pupil 
gets in a test (their ‘raw’ score) into a scaled score to ensure we can make accurate comparisons of pupil 
performance over time.

 Pupils scoring at least 100 will always have met the expected standard on the test. However, given that the 
difficulty of the tests may vary each year, the number of raw score marks needed to achieve a scaled score of 100 
may also change. For example, if the overall difficulty of a test decreases compared with previous years, the raw 
score required to meet the expected standard will increase. Similarly, if the test is more difficult, the raw score 
required to meet the expected standard will decrease.

 The highest scaled score is 115.



LAST YEAR’S SCALED SCORES



WHAT HAPPENS WITH THE RESULTS?

• Test results are not routinely shared with parents or published; they inform overall teacher assessments. 

• Unlike year 6 test results, year 2 results are not a definitive judgement. Teacher assessment can include 
all the work a child has done in key stage one and the test result merely supports this judgement. 

• The school will report all the teacher assessments to the local authority by the end of June 2022; we do 
not need to report individual test scores.  However, we will be happy to share your child’s scores with 
you.

• Teacher assessments of pupil attainment will be shared with parents in the end of year reports.



HOW CAN I HELP MY CHILD AT HOME?

 Make sure they go to bed at  a reasonable time, have a good breakfast and arrive at school on time during the 

assessment week.

 Listen to your child read daily.  Ask questions and talk about what they have read.  Make sure they understand 

what they are reading.  (Ms Brown’s reading PowerPoint has a selection of questions you could ask your child.)

 Support your child to complete the home learning sent out each Thursday.

 Use online activities like Hit the Button, topmarks, to practise skills at home.

 All previous test can be accessed here: All previous assessments can be accessed here:

 National curriculum assessments: practice materials - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/national-curriculum-assessments-practice-materials


HOW CAN I HELP MY CHILD AT HOME?

 Ask them to read the time at different points during the day.

 Baking/ cooking – using manual scales – this is a good way to practise reading scales

 Going shopping with notes and coins.  How much do your items cost?  How much change will they get back?  

Can they recognise the coins and their value?

 Asking them to help you cut food into equal portions.



REMEMBER

 It is important - for both you and your child - not to worry about the year 2 NCTs. They are simply a way for 

your child’s teacher to see how they are doing and what can be done to support their learning as they move into 

year 3 and beyond.



ANY QUESTIONS?
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